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Summary y 

Mediahypess as media constructions 

II  he concept mediahype is often used to criticize media performance, but its de-

finitionfinition is very unclear. What is typical of mediahype: the media frenzy, the exag-

geration,, the trivialization or the lack of reliable facts? 7 he debate about mediahype 

iss dominated more by value judgments about the alleged negative consequences of 

newss coverage than by a rational approach with clear definitions and criteria. This 

researchh tries to develop a new approach with a definition of mediahype that is ba-

sedd on the typical features of these suddenly occurring news waves. 

Mediahypee is defined as a media-generated, wall-to-wall news wave, triggered 259 

byy one specific event and expanded by the self-reinforcing processes within 

thee news product ion of the media. 

Thiss distinguishes mediahypes from other news waves in which not the media but 

thee events itself are leading, as is the case with news about wars or disasters. 

Mediahypess interfere with the so-called correspondence assumption that the fre-

quencyy of events and the frequency of media reports are synchronic phenomena. 

Dur ingg a mediahype the news seems to develop a lif e of its own, boosted several ti -

mess by the same reinforcing process. The chain reaction is triggered by a key event 

thatt receives more attention than usual — for whatever reason. Once this event 

turnss into a news theme, it wil l gain more coverage and rise on the news agenda, 

andd because of that, get even more coverage, etcetera. Journalism is a self-referen-

tiall  system: news is what other media consider newsworthy. This leads to a high 

degreee of uniformity in the news selection and a pressure on every news desk to 

joinn the pack. Mediahype is based on the lowering of the thresholds for any event 

orr statement that can be related to the central news theme. This triggers a hunt for 

comparablee cases: any recent incident that fits this theme wil l receive (renewed) 

media-attent ion.. If the match is not perfect, comparable cases wil l be reinterpreted 

too fi t in. In this way, the media create a wave of comparable incidents in the news, 

givingg the public the impression that events accumulate and that problems get 

worsee every' day. Inevitably, this growing news wave wil l st imulate all kinds of re-

actionss in society, which in turn wil l fuel the flames of the mediahype. The result 

iss a strong reinforcement of one specific frame of reference, marginalizing other 

perspectives. . 

Mediahvpess can be identified by using the following criteria. 

-- The sudden occurrence of a news wave: 

thatt rises steeply and fades away slowly and is not linked to the frequency of any 

actuall  events; that is based on consonant choices in the newsrooms of the diffe-

rentt media, whose separate coverage wil l show the same wave. 
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-- The existence of a key event: that is the starting point for the news wave; that re-

ceivess more attention than comparable events for whatever reason. 

-- The media are making news instead of reporting events by: report ing compara-

blee incidents and linking them to the key event; reporting thematically related 

newss like features, analyses and opinions, 

-- There is an interaction between media and social actors resulting in: increased 

coveragee of social action triggered by the news wave; increased coverage of reac-

tionss from social actors. 

Too be considered a mediahype, a news wave should meet at least these criteria: a 

keyy event; a consonant news wave; a sudden increase in reports on comparable ca-

sess and a strong rise of thematically related news. Nevertheless, one can identify 

2600 differences between the news waves that match these hype criteria. Sometimes the 

mediaa go into one case in depth, reporting every detail; sometimes they widen the 

groundd they cover by report ing all kinds of events under the umbrella of the same 

newss theme. That is why a distinction is made between magnifying And enlarging 

mediahypes.. Coverage of scandals belongs to the first category of mediahypes, and 

newss waves on new social problems to the second. 

Mediahypee and the construction of social problems 

Thee second chapter explores the role of mediahypes in the construction of social 

problems.. Condi t ions first have to be defined as problematic before they are re-

cognizedd by society as social problems. This collective definition is not a given, but 

ann accomplishment based on the efforts of interest groups and social movements. 

Ass messengers and managers of the public arena the media play an important role 

inn this process of social construct ion. Since mediahypes can magnify or enlarge spe-

cifi cc problems in a short period, it is relevant to focus on the link between media-

hypess and the different stages in the development a social problem. 

Firstt is the Framing Stage, in which daims-makers try to get recognition for a new 

sociall  problem. Their aim is to get their specific frame accepted by society as a 

whole.. Once this validation is a fact, the development wil l enter the second stage 

off  Expansion, which is based on differentiation, aggregation and extension. Topic 

differentiationn refers to a process in which repeatedly specific types of the same 

problemm are (re-) discovered; issue aggregation consists of l inking an existing social 

problemm to new ones; domain expansion is the result of a growing sector of pro-

fessionalss discovering bringing peripheral cases under the denominator of the cen-

trall  social problem. 

Thee result can be a spiral of amplification in which the problem seems to expand 

timee and t ime again, despite strong efforts to deal with it. 

Thiss stage is followed by the stage of Controversy and Ambivalence, because the 

expansionn reaches its limit s and provokes countermoves. New competing frames 
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aree defined, challenging the dominant definition of the problem and offering new 

perspectivess and solutions. After a period of controvcisy, a new consensus is re-

ached,, leading to the stage of Institutionalization. I he new frame is institutionali-

zedd in laws and in government policy actions. 

Thee media play different roles in all these stages of development; in the first stage 

theree is a natural alliance between the media and the new claims-makers: the me-

diaa get a dramatic topic; the claims-makers get media attention. In this stage, the 

mediaa adopt the new frame as the basis for their news coverage. Dur ing mediahy-

pes,, extreme cases are linked to high estimates and broad definitions. In the second 

stagee of expansion, the media stay interested in the topic because new shapes or as-

pectss of the problem are revealed regularly, triggering mediahypes. In the third sta-

ge,, the media switch sides, because the compet ing frames have higher news value. 

Mediahypess about scandals, conflicts and controversies are typical for the role of 261 

thee media in this stage. Dur ing the next stage of institutionalization the topic be-

comess a regular news item wi thout the mediahypes that were typical in the pre-

viouss stages. 

Thee tenability of these theories on mediahypes and the role they play in the con-

structionn of social problems is explored by analyzing media coverage in three dif-

ferentt areas: violence, sexual abuse and health risks. 

Coveragee of senseless violence 

Chapterr 3 applies the definition of mediahype to several news waves in the 

Netherlandss about street violence between 1997 and 2000. The nation was shoc-

kedd after the death of young people, who fell victim to what was labeled as sense-

lesss violence. They were innocent victims, apparently killed for no reason. The 

sociall  outrage was expressed in silent protest marches, attended by thousands of 

peoplee and covered live by national media. The first news wave - when the label 

senselesss violence was born- took place in September 1997 after the death of 30 ye-

arr old Meindert Tjoelker, killed in a nightly group fight; the second one after the 

triall  against the offenders in January 1 998; the third one in January 1999 after two 

girlss were shot at random when someone fired at the door of a café, while the last 

casee happened in January 2000 when a student died after being battered at a rail-

wavv platform. Tjoelker became the media-icon in the coverage on senseless vio-

lence.. Since this kind of street violence is not new at all, and since there was no 

suddenn rise, it is clear that senseless violence is the product of a new process of so-

ciall  construction. Looking at the huge news wave the question is relevant whether 

thee media played a defining and mobilizing role in this process. In other words: 

weree these news waves in fact mediahypes? And what were the consequences for 

thee public image of this new crime problem? 

Bvv dissecting the four news waves between 1997 and 2000 into different news 

flows,, it was possible to analyze the role of the media. The content analysis of the 
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newss on this kind of violence in five Dutch national newspapers shows that three 

outt of four meet the criteria of meciiahype to a certain degree if not totallv. There 

isaa clear key event, triggering a wave of news in which all media participated. All 

mediaa showed more or less the same frequency and number of articles. They offer 

aa lot more thematically related than incident related news. Furthermore, the me-

diaa all report more comparable incidents in the first weeks after the kev event, the-

rein'' creating a wave of incidents in the news, suggesting a sudden increase. In one 

case,, the role of the social actors — of sources creating news — turned out to be a 

relevantt factor in the news wave. The last news wave, in 2000, was quite incident-

focusedd and therefore cannot be regarded as a mediahvpe. Hach news wave turned 

outt to be bigger than the previous one, which suggests a cumulative effect. 

Senselesss violence rose on the news agenda leading every time to even more news. 

Thee second part of this chapter offers a detailed description of the content of me-

diaa reports on senseless violence. It shows that the media indeed plaved an active 

rolee in the construction of this crime problem and a mobil izing role in the social 

outragee and the silent marches. The media created the threatening image of pure-

lyy random, pointless violence that could hit anyone anywhere. The series of me-

diahypess added to the impression that this kind of violence is steadilv getting 

worse.. I he facts on crime in the Netherlands show differently: this kind of vio-

lencee is not new, it is not on the rise, and fights with fatal casualties (like the key 

events)) are quite exceptional. Criminological research shows that in manv cases at-

tackerss and victims are exchangeable roles. 

Despitee media attention for senseless violence between 1997 and 2000 not all fa-

tall  cases of street violence trigger a mediahvpe. Bv comparing three similar cases of 

senselesss violence, each time leading to silent marches, it can be explored whv so-

mee incidents become the object of a mediahvpe, while others are almost comple-

telyy ignored. I he main factor seem to be the initial framing of the incident as a 

typicall  example of senseless violence. This labeling immediately after the incident 

structuress the journalistic follow-up. When authorities qualifvd a fatal incident as 

aa traffic fight, there is hardly any reason for the media to pav much attention, in 

contrastt with cases that are presented as typical examples of senseless violence. I he-

factt that the ignored victims belonged to ethnic minorities might also plav a rule, 

nott because of racism, but because the media have less access in these communi-

ties.. Hi is gives people less power to influence the framing of the incident of vio-

lence. . 

Betweenn 1997 and 2000, more than fifteen silent marches were held to comme-

moratee the victims and to protest against senseless violence. Onlv three of them re-

ceivedd massive media attention and live coverage on national TV. 1 he fact that 

tenss of thousands attended these meetings made them exceptionally newsworthy 

forr the media, but on the other hand the media created a sort of self-fulfillin g prop-

hecyy by the mediahvpe in the davs before the march. Media coverage in these ca-

sess was huge, emotional, participating and activating, probablv mobilizing manv 
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peoplee to go. Public opinion polls aher the first mediahype in 199"' showed a re-

markablee increase in the number of people saving thev felt unsafe in the public do-

main.. But in this kind or escalation processes there are no simple cause and effect 

chains.. I here is a constant interaction between media coverage and the activities 

off  social actors. The emergence of a new social movement against this kind of vio-

lencee also contr ibuted to the series of mediahvpes between 1997 and 2000. 

Mediahypee and the construction of sexual abuse in the 
Netherlandss 1980-2000 

11 his chapter deals with the role of the media and mediahvpes in the social con-

structionn of sexual abuse of children. Do the media play different roles in the suc-

cessivee stages of social problems, as defined in the second chapter? Sexual abuse is 

chosenn as a research topic because over the past twenty years this social problem 

wass the object of many huge news waves. Each t ime new forms of abuse or other 

aspectss of this problem were (re-) discovered, varying from large scale multi-offen-

der,, multi-victim abuse cases, Satanic Ritual Abuse, forced abortion and baby mur-

derss to kidnapping and sex-murders by pedophiles. What was the role of the media 

inn these constant changes and developments? A detailed description of media co-

veragee shows a clear link between the stage in the development of a social problem 

andd the kind of media coverage. 

Thee media played an important role in the first Framing Stage (1980-1989) by 

popularizingg the new Collective Denial frame that society for a long time denied 

thee existence of sexual abuse of children. Child abuse is linked directly to the sub-

ordinatee position of women in society. In this first stage the media concentrate on 

thee (extreme) stories of the victims of sexual abuse by relatives, which are linked to 

highh estimates of the number of victims and expanding definitions of sexual abu-

se.. There is a natural alliance between the media and the experience experts. The 

interactionn between media, mediahvpes and social movement results in an alar-

mingg picture of the problem of sexual abuse that seems to reach epidemic propor-

tions. . 

II  he next step was not the Expansion Stage as sociological theorv prescribes, but 

unexpectedlyy the third Stage of Controversy and Ambivalence. This period (1988-

1996)) showed a series of media fuelled scandals about children taken awav from 

theirr parents and large-scale abuse cases that remained unsolved. A new frame 

structuredd media coverage concentrat ing on False Accusations and Official 

Misconduct.. I he abuse topic gets a new media image: accusations are made too 

easilyy and the child abuse industry operates on the presumption of guilt. In the se-

condd part of this period, new controversies developed about Satanic Ritual Abuse 

andd repressed memories, recovered in therapy. This is a period of sharp antagonism 

betweenn different actors and movements. An explanation for this stage of contro-

versyy might be the strong image of the abuse epidemic created in the first stage, eli-
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citingg all kinds of' unexpected consequences like false accusations, oversensitive 

professionalss and mass hvsreria. Nevertheless, the next stage can be defined as the 

Kxpansionn Phase: regularly new aspects or sexual abuse were discovered, like for 

examplee abuse of pupils bv teachers in schools or bv coaches in sports, bach time, 

thee same kind of mediahvpe takes place: there is a striking kev event, within weeks 

manvv other comparable cases come to the surface, while the verv definition of sexu-

all  abuse is extending. Acts that would ten years before have been regarded as inap-

propriatee are now defined as sexual abuse. 1 he huge (international) news storm 

afterr the Belgian kidnapper Dutroux was arrested in August 1996 triggered a chan-

gee in focus: central to the topic now becomes the threat posed by kidnappers and 

murdererss who are pedophiles. The focus is also on child prostitution and child 

pornographvv (Internet). This new frame can be called the Stranger Danger-frame, 

6-44 which concentrates on the unknown perpetrator and not on relatives, neighbors 

andd friends, which was tvpical for the Collective Denial frame in the fust stage. In 

somee cases sex-offenders are besieged by angry residents or even killed bv relatives 

off  their victims. By the end of the century the topic seems to reach calmer waters. 

Afterr 2000 there were no more mediahvpes, scandals or controversies. Abuse cases 

aree reported by the media, but as individual cases not as part of an epidemic. That 

thee problem seems to be under control was the angle of the frame typical for this 

period.. This is an indication that this social problem was becoming an institutio-

nalizedd problem: there was new consensus on definitions, there was new legislation 

andd there was an effective infrastructure to deal with the problem. Statistical data 

onn registered sex crimes between 1980 and 2000 are consistent with the different 

stagess in the development of sexual abuse. Dur ing the eighties the figures go up, 

dur ingg the stage of controversies thev go down, but they show a strong increase in 

thee second part of nineties. This research shows that mediahvpes can plav an ac-

tivee role in the framing and reframing of social problems like sexual abuse. I hey 

aree capable of switching quite radically from one frame to another, changing ac-

cusedd into accusers and vice versa. Mediahvpes can magnify' a specific frame and 

makee that the dominant image, but after a while this reaches the limit s of social ac-

ceptance.. I he erosion of consensus creates a climate for new mediahvpes establis-

hingg a competing frame. 

Mediahypee and the social amplification of risk 

Chapterr 5 concentrates on the connection between media coverage (in 1 99<S and 

11 999) on the aftermath of the Bijlmer air disaster (in 1 c)92) and the attribution pro-

cesss in which a growing number of people link their general (endemic) health pro-

blemss to the supposed exposure to toxic agents during or vears after the plane crash. 

( )nn a Sunclav evening in October 1 992 an hl Al cargo plane crashed into two apart-

mentt buildings in Amsterdam South, killin g 39 inhabitants and four crewmembers. 

Despitee the fact that the cause was established quicklv (bad locking pins caused 
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twoo engines to break away), the disaster turned out to be a fruitful breeding ground 

torr endless speculation, rumors and conspiracy theories. There were manv unsol-

vedd questions about the cargo of the plane (toxic agents or perfumer); about the 

involvementt or secret intelligence agencies (men in white suits); and about the dis-

appearancee of the depleted uranium used as counterweight in the tail of the plane. 

Thee chaotic and often contradictor}' actions by the government fuelled this process 

inn which the media were challenged to solve the many so-called Bijlmer mysteries. 

Afterr a few years, a group of rescue workers and people living nearby the crash si-

tee reported health complaints which they linked to the disaster. Over the years this 

numberr of people rose from a few hundred to more than six thousand Bijlmer vic-

timss (as they are called) after the highly publicized parl iamentary inquiry, that took 

placee in 1999 to solve the unanswered questions about the crash. 

Analysiss of media coverage on the Bijlmer in 1998 and 1999 shows that mediahy- 265 

pess develop each time new pieces of information were revealed that seem to prove 

thee link between the disaster and the health complaints. Each time the same me-

diaa dynamic occurred: on the basis of dubious facts, the media created a news wa-

vee about the growing number of Bijlmer victims, the distrust and all the 

unansweredd questions, thus reinforcing t ime and again a Cover-up frame about 

toxicc agents causing health problems. Opposi te information was often neglected or 

trivializedd and never triggered comparable mediahype. Each time mediahypes rook 

place,, new groups of people came forward; they too wanted to participate in the 

generall  health check because they related their complaints to the crash years befo-

re.. Several health research projects showed no identifiable disease linked to the 

crash.. According to the latest reports (2002), about 25 percent of the Bijlmer vic-

timss turned out to have stress-related complaints, probably linked to the disaster, 

whilee the remaining 75 percent showed very general and diffuse complaints, ende-

micc for any normal populat ion. They developed a so-called functional somatic syn-

drome,, based on the clustering of endemic symptoms and labeling them as a new 

disease.. The repetition of media-hvpes based on the Cover-up/Toxic Agent frame 

inn 1998 and 1999 seemed to have played a decisive role in this process in which 

moree and more people tended to attr ibute their problems to the disaster, denying 

anyy kind of caused by stress diagnosis. There are two important indications for this 

hypothesis: : 

-- Mediahypes preceded the coming out of new groups, allegedly suffering from 

Bijlmer-relatedd health problems. 

-- In many cases the stories of the people who come forward directly referred to the 

worryingg messages in the media. 

Thee news on the disaster and its aftermath stimulated the development of (stress-

related)) health complaints among the original group of Bijlmer victims and the at-

tr ibutionn of all kinds of other health problems to the disaster. There seems to be a 

directt link between mediahvpes and the development of functional somatic syn-

dromes. . 
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Mediahypee and the professional standards of journalism 

II  he final chapter explores the question whether mediahype is in conflict with the 

professionall  standards ot a socially responsible press such as: reliabiliry (attr ibution 

too sources and verification of facts); fairness (to sources and the public), balance 

(givee a voice to different perspectives), independence (no commercial or political 

dependency);; distance (impartiality), relevance (inform on relevant developments 

andd social problems) and social responsibility (self-reflection and accountabil i ty). 

11 his research shows that in many cases mediahvpes violate these journalistic stan-

dards.. Mediahype is based on self-reinforcing processes in which one specific fra-

mee guides the media hunt for ever more confirming facts and opinions. Dissenting 

informationn is ignored or trivialized. These positive feedback loops lead to a rein-

666 forcement of the original frame, making this perspective the only one that seems 

sociallyy relevant. In fact due to the huge news wave this frame wil l become the 

mostt dominant frame in the public domain. 

Mediahvpess are based on pack journalism: every news desk is forced to join the 

pack,, which leads to a high degree of uniformity in the news selection. This clas-

hess with the professional standard of independent news choice. 

Typicall  for mediahvpes is the wave of comparable incidents in the news, which cre-

atess the false impression that events accumulate and the problem gets worse. This 

kindd of reporting is conflicting with standards like reliability and balance. 

Reporterss should know that such a wave of incidents creates the impression of de-

terioration,, while the facts may show a different perspective. 

Duee to mediahype a social problem can get crisis proportions, forcing social actors, 

especiallyy the authorities, to take drastic but hastv action. This, again, reinforces 

thee concern among the public, because the action confirms the existence of a real 

crisis.. And this, ot course, triggers a new wave of media attention. I his chain re-

actionn wil l fuel the amplification again and again, leading to the well-known para-

doxx that the more action society takes the more visible the problem wil l get, 

reinforcingg social concern. Reporters should be aware of the tact that mediahype 

givess a boost to this often uncontrol lable amplification process, which might not 

bee a rational way tor a society to deal with social problems. 

Thiss research shows that mediahvpes can create unrealistic images of immediate 

threatt and risk, be it senseless violence, pedophile killers, or risk issues like deple-

tedd uranium. I his image is based on broad definitions, exaggerated estimates and 

thee projection ot one extreme case (key event) on a whole range of events. Hype 

coveragee leads to an inflation of catch-all concepts like senseless violence creating 

thee impression that the social problem rises to epidemic proport ions. 1 he profes-

sionall  standards expect the media to give a thorough estimate ot the scope of a pro-

blem. . 

II  he chapter on sexual abuse (1980-2000) shows that the media can create alter-

natingg images of a problem, bv switching radically from one frame to another. 
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Whatt was seen as a major threat yesterdav may not be important for the media the 

nextt day when a new frame is adopted These radical switches do nor assist the 

trustworthinesss of the media. In addit ion, these changes create the impression that 

yesterday'ss problems have disappeared, while only media coverage of these pro-

blemss has disappeared. 

Thee conclusion must be that mediahypes often conflict with the professional stan-

dardss of journalism. This should push the media to more self-reflection and more 

sociall  responsibility. 

Recommendationss for further research 

Althoughh this research was not about the alleged increase in the number of me-

diahypess in recent years, several developments indicate that this might be the case. 267 

Moree than in former years coverage seems to be dominated by an endless series of 

scandals,, affairs and media-events, every time triggering even larger news waves. 

Alsoo breaking news about for example disasters gets bigger and bigger. 

Anotherr development (in the Netherlands) is the growth in the number of com-

petingg media struggling for the same news. The result is huge increase in the mag-

nitudee of the coverage on a specific topic. Increasing competi t ion leads to more 

uniformity,, not more diversity, in news coverage. The 24-hour news cycle with 

manyy deadlines forces the media to act immediately and report news without tho-

roughh fact checking. This easily leads to the dominat ion of one frame in the co-

veragee while others are ignored. Another development is the rise of media outlets 

basedd on a mix of news and entertainment. For these media, the hunt for com-

merciallyy interesting news becomes more important than journalistic standards li -

kee truthfulness and reliability. This competit ion forces the traditional journalistic 

mediaa to pay more attention to topics like crime, celebrity and lifestyle, and to 

bringg the news with more emotion, human interest and primary reactions. More 

researchh is necessary into the factors promot ing the frequency and intensity of me-

diahypes. . 

Tooo often, mediahypes go by without reflection on the content of the news and 

thee consequences for public opinion and political decision-making. Founding a 

permanentt news moni tor covering mediahypes as well as long-term issues in the 

newss is essential for a balanced debate on the role of the media in society. 




